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Compensation of Magnetic Disturbances Improves
Inertial and Magnetic Sensing of Human Body
Segment Orientation
Daniel Roetenberg, Henk J. Luinge, Chris T. M. Baten, and Peter H. Veltink, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper describes a complementary Kalman filter
design to estimate orientation of human body segments by fusing
gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer signals from miniature sensors. Ferromagnetic materials or other magnetic fields near
the sensor module disturb the local earth magnetic field and, therefore, the orientation estimation, which impedes many (ambulatory)
applications. In the filter, the gyroscope bias error, orientation
error, and magnetic disturbance error are estimated. The filter
was tested under quasi-static and dynamic conditions with ferromagnetic materials close to the sensor module. The quasi-static
experiments implied static positions and rotations around the three
axes. In the dynamic experiments, three-dimensional rotations
were performed near a metal tool case. The orientation estimated
by the filter was compared with the orientation obtained with
an optical reference system Vicon. Results show accurate and
drift-free orientation estimates. The compensation results in a
0 01) between the orientation estisignificant difference (p
mates with compensation of magnetic disturbances in comparison
to no compensation or only gyroscopes. The average static error
was 1.4 (standard deviation 0.4) in the magnetically disturbed
experiments. The dynamic error was 2.6 root means square.
Index Terms—Accelerometer, gyroscope, Kalman filter, magnetic disturbance, magnetometer, orientation, sensor fusion.

NOMENCLATURE
Vector in global reference frame.
Vector in sensor reference frame.
Estimate.
A priori state estimate using signal model.
A posteriori state estimate after correction by
Kalman filter.
I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE USE of miniature inertial sensors has become a
common practice in ambulatory human movement analysis. Micromachined gyroscopes and accelerometers are used
in several applications which include monitoring of activities of
daily living [1]–[3], assessment of internal mechanical working
load in ergonomics studies [4]–[7], measurement of neurological
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disorders [8]–[11], and mixed and augmented reality [12]–[14].
It should be noted that there are important limitations in the
current systems. The inherent drift of the orientation and position
estimates limits long-term stable application of these sensors
[15]. Typically, angular orientation is determined by integrating
the output from the angular rate sensors. Microelectromechanical (MEMS) gyroscopes are accurate for angular velocity
measurements but can only be used for a short time to calculate angular orientation. A relatively small offset error due to
temperature effects on the gyroscope signal will introduce large
integration errors. Linear accelerometers measure the vector sum
of acceleration and gravitational acceleration in sensor coordinates. The orientation calculated using the angular rate sensors
can be used to express this vector sum in global coordinates.
The gravitational acceleration component is in most situations of human movement sensing dominant, thus providing inclination information [16]–[18]. This can be used to correct the
drifted orientation estimate from the gyroscopes. The principles
for orientation estimation of a moving human body segment by
fusing miniature gyroscopes and accelerometers in a Kalman
filter have been described by Luinge [19]. The results show accurate drift-free inclination estimation, though heading (or yaw)
drift is the impeding factor for full three-dimensional (3-D) orientation measurement in this filter. Since accelerometers cannot
detect rotations about the vertical axis, magnetic sensing can be
added. The magnetometer is sensitive to the earth’s magnetic
field and can thus be used to correct drift of the gyroscope about
the vertical axis. Bachmann [12] and Foxlin [14] have implemented filters in which accelerometers and magnetometers are
used for low-frequency components of the orientation and gyroscopes to measure faster changes in orientation. However, ferromagnetic materials, like iron, or other magnetic materials in
the vicinity of the sensor will disturb the local magnetic field
and will, therefore, cause large errors in the estimated orientation, especially in the heading direction. Also, other proposed
methods to fuse the three different sensors do not take magnetic
interferences into account [20]–[22]. In controlled measurement
volumes like laboratories for gait or virtual reality, the magnetic
field can be characterized a priori. However, in ambulatory applications with unknown materials and magnetic objects in the
environment, inaccuracy in orientation estimation is very likely
to occur. In this study, the Kalman filter for body segment orientation by Luinge [23] is extended with a magnetometer model
which is preventing heading drift and is able to compensate for
magnetic disturbances. This paper focuses on the filter design
and the effects ferromagnetic materials near the sensor module
under quasi-static and dynamic conditions.
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Fig. 1. Fusion of gyroscope
, accelerometer
, and magnetometer signals
in the error model for combined inertial and magnetic orientation sensing. ^
and ^ are the estimates of inclination by accelerometer and gyroscope, respectively, with
and
being the related error covariance matrices. ^ and
^ are the estimates of the global magnetic field vector by gyroscope and magnetometer, respectively, with
en
being the related error covariance
matrices. Differences between the sensor estimates in and
are written as a function of the orientation error ^ , gyroscope offset error ^ and magnetic
disturbance error ^ and the related covariance matrices
,
, and
, the estimated errors by the Kalman filter are used to correct the estimated orientation
and signal predictions, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
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II. METHOD
A. Sensor Fusion
A complementary Kalman filter was designed to estimate
orientation by combining the signals of a complete 3-D sensor
module including three rate gyroscopes, three accelerometers,
and three magnetometers. The structure of the error estimation procedure is shown in Fig. 1. The Kalman filter is useful
for combining data from several different indirect and noisy
measurements. Thus, while gyroscopes measure orientation by
integrating angular velocities and the accelerometer (as an inclinometer) and magnetometer (as a compass) provide a noisy and
disturbed but drift-free measurement of orientation, the Kalman
filter weights the three sources of information appropriately with
knowledge about the signal characteristics based on their models
to make the best use of all the data from each of the sensors[14].
From this combination or fusion of sensor signals, information
is obtained regarding the offsets of the gyroscopes, accelerometers, and magnetometers, which can be used to recalibrate the
sensors in use. The model of the measured gyroscope and acceleration signals is based on the following assumptions [23].
1)
A gyroscope measures a 3-D angular velocity plus an
offset and white measurement noise in the sensor coordinate frame.
2)
The spectrum of the gyroscope offset has a low bandwidth in comparison with the spectrum of the kinematic signals that are to be measured.
3)
A 3-D accelerometer measures the sum of acceleration of the movement, gravitational acceleration (
), and a white noise component, all in the
sensor coordinate frame.
4)
The acceleration of the body segment in the global
system can be described as low-pass filtered white
noise.
In this study, the following additional assumptions are used.
1)
A 3-D magnetometer measures the earth magnetic field
vector plus a white noise component.

Q

Q

b

H

2)

The magnetic field can be disturbed by nearby ferromagnetic materials or magnetic fields other than the
earth magnetic field. The bandwidth of the disturbance
is larger than the bandwidth of the gyroscope drift and
is dependent of the movement.
The complementary Kalman filter is not based on the model of
the process, but on a model of errors. The advantages are that
this structure maintains the high dynamic response necessary for
attitude state variables and most error processes in the inertial
measurement units (IMUs), can be described by linear processes
[24]. The four parts of the complementary filter are: the a priori
model prediction of the state, the error model, the Kalman filter,
and the state correction yielding the a posteriori state estimate
(see Fig. 2). A hat on top of symbol denotes an estimate, a minus
superscript the a priori estimate that is made using the sensor
model and a plus superscript an estimate that is made after correction by the filter.
B. Prediction Model
The sensor is assumed to be attached to a human body segment that rotates and translates with respect to a global coordinate frame. The strapdown integration algorithm by Bortz [25]
was used to calculate the change in orientation from an angular
velocity.
The orientation of the sensor with respect to the global coordinate frame is expressed with a rotation matrix , containing the three unit vectors , and of the global coordinate system expressed in the sensor frame
(1)
Gyroscope: The gyroscopes signals are described as the sum
of the angular velocity , the offset , and a white noise term

(2)
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Fig. 2. Structure of complementary Kalman filter for orientation estimation. is the vector featuring the states of the model used for the orientation estimation,
represents the errors in the model states: the gyroscope bias error, orientation error, and magnetic disturbance error.
describes the covariance
whereas
matrices of the filter states. Sensors signals are
: gyroscope;
: accelerometer; and
: magnetometer, from which the filter measurement input
can be
calculated using the error model. In the model, the angular velocities are integrated to an angular orientation and the a priori signal predictions are made. , ,
, and
are matrices describing the error model and is the covariance matrix used in the Kalman filter.
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The slow variation of the gyroscope offset is modeled as a realization of a first order Markov process, driven by a white
Gaussian noise vector
(3)
Accelerometer: The accelerometer signals are described as
the sum of the acceleration , the gravity , and a white noise
term
(4)
The acceleration was modeled as a first-order low-pass filtered
white noise process according to
(5)
, determining the cutoff frequency.
where
Magnetometer: The magnetometer signals are described as
, a disturbance
the sum of the earth magnetic field vector
:
vector , and a white noise term
(6)
The magnetic disturbance is modeled by the following Markov
scheme
(7)
is the driving Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of
and is a constant between 0 and 1. In the vicinity of ferromagnetic materials or external magnetic fields, the magnetic
flux is most likely to be higher or lower, as can be seen in Fig. 3.
In real 3-D space, the field distribution is of course more comshould
plicated, and, therefore, the magnetic dip angle
also be taken into account in order to identify a disturbance. The
magnetic dip angle, also called magnetic inclination, is the angle
the earth magnetic field makes with the surface of the earth.
This dip angle varies depending the position on the earth’s
is 0 at the magsurface [26]. The magnetic inclination
netic equator and 90 at each of the magnetic poles. In the latter
case, magnetometers do not provide any heading information,
which makes correction of gyroscope drift around the vertical

Fig. 3. Finite element simulation of ferromagnetic objects in free space with
a homogeneus magnetic field. Objects have a permeability of 5000 times
the permeability of free space (4
10 H=m). Fieldlines bend toward
the objects, generally favoring a perpendicular angle of incidence with the
ferromagnetic surface.

2

axes impossible. At the locations of our experiments, the magnetic dip angle
is about 67 . When changes in magnetic
will be increased, since this
flux and dip angle are measured,
is the driving component in estimating the disturbance vector
. The total flux
is calculated by taking the absolute
value of the three magnetic sensor components
(8)
Under nondisturbed conditions, this value is normalized to
. In order to calculate the magnetic dip angle, first,
the measured magnetic sensor signals should be expressed in
the global frame using
(9)
Then, the dip angle in the global frame is
(10)
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If
and
there is a homogeneous magnetic field without ferromagnetic materials and the disturbance
equals zero

The error estimate is updated with measurement information
according to

(11)

where the Kalman gain matrix is computed from the estimation error covariance matrix, according to

When

and

change,

(16)

should change by updating
(17)
and

is updated according to the Ricatti equation

(12)
(18)
and
are vectors consisting of three equal compowhere
nents, which determine the contributions of the changes in total
flux and dip angle, respectively.
C. Filter Structure
The Kalman filter uses a state space representation to model
the relation between errors in estimated model variables and the
error in the inclination and magnetic field vector predicted by
the model. This relation is called an error state model and is
governed by the linear stochastic difference equation [24]
(13)
with a measurement

Since matrix

equals zero, the Ricatti equation simplifies to
(19)

describe the relation between the error
Matrix and noise
states and the measurements (Kalman filter input). They can be
found by considering the effect of the gyroscope offset, orientation error, and magnetic disturbance on the inclination and magnetic vector estimates. The filter has therefore two different inputs. A sensor signal generation model was developed to make
two estimates of inclination [23], one based on the gyroscope
signals ( ) and one based on the accelerometer signals ( )
(see Fig. 1)
(20)

that is
(14)

and represent the system and measurement noise respectively. They are assumed to be independent, white and with
normal probability distributions and are specified by the covariand
. Now , , ,
and the coance matrices
variance matrices have to be determined. The most important
factors causing an error in the orientation estimate are incorporated in the error state vector . The first error state variable is
the orientation error, since it is used as a starting point to obtain
the next orientation by strapdown integration. The second error
state variable is the gyroscope offset error, since a small offset
error causes a dramatic effect on the estimated orientation. The
last error state variable is the error in the magnetic disturbance
vector

The same principle of the inclination sensor signals generation
model was applied for the estimation of the global magnetic
) and gyroscope (
) systems
vector. Both magnetometer (
make an estimate of the magnetic field vector
(21)
The error input can be formed by combining (20) and (21) in
one vector
(22)
The inclination estimate from the accelerometer is calculated by
subtracting the predicted acceleration
from the accelerometer signal to obtain the gravity vector. The gravity vector is normalized to obtain an estimate of the inclination of

(15)
is defined as the angle and direction
The orientation error
over which the actual sensor coordinate frame has to be rotated
in order to coincide with the estimated sensor coordinate frame.
and noise component
describe the propagation
Matrix
of the a priori error state vector. They can be found by considering the effect of the unknown system components on the
error state. In this complementary filter structure, the knowledge about previous errors is incorporated in the current state
estimate. Consequently, there is no correlation between the a
priori estimated errors between two timesteps. This means that
,
, and
do not depend on previous
a priori errors
,
and
. Therefore, the matrix
error states
equals the zero matrix.

(23)
being the correct inclination vector at time ,
with
the effect of the orientation error on the acceleration estimate
the a priori acceleration error. The estimate
and
of
is the measured magnetic vector subtracted by the
estimated magnetic disturbance vector

(24)
with
,

being the correct normalized magnetic vector at time
the effect of the orientation error on the mag-
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netic disturbance estimate, and
the a priori magnetic disturbance error. To define the inclination estimate
and magnetic vector
from the gyroscopes, first the orientation after one integration step has to be calculated. Because
the error in predicted error states are small compared to the actual signals, only first order approximation of the error model is
made. For small errors, the relation between the actual and estimated orientation is given by [25]
(25)
The matrix cross product operator is given by

Fig. 4. MT9-A module consisting of 3-D gyroscopes, 3-D accelerometers, 3-D
magnetometers, and a temperature sensor. Dimensions of the module are 39 3
54 3 28 mm (W 3 L 3 H) and the weight is 40 g. Sensor frame is indicated by
XYZ.

is the 3 3 identity matrix and
noise term
is described by

(26)
The orientation can be found by considering a first order approximation of a strapdown integration step
(27)
where is the sample time. By substituting the angular velocity
estimate from (2) into the previous equation and neglecting
is
products of errors, it follows that the error propagation
described by
(28)
For the inclination estimate, the strapdown integration can be
approximated with

(29)
The gyroscope-based estimated magnetic vector is obtained
similarly to the gyroscope-based inclination

(30)
Now, the

matrix can be defined
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the 3

3 zero matrix. The

(33)
D. Covariance Matrices
) of the system noise term
The error covariance matrix (
can be found using the knowledge that the matrix equals
the zero matrix and by taking the variances of the error propagations (28), as shown in (34) at the bottom of the page. where
,
and
are the a posteriori error covariance
matrices of the orientation, offset and magnetic disturbance at
is the gyroscope noise covariance
the previous timestep.
matrix,
the covariance matrix of the offset noise
and
the covariance matrix of the driving noise
of the
was found by assuming
magnetic disturbance. The term
that the gyroscope noise variance is equal in the x-, y-, and z-direction. In this case, the noise covariance matrix does not change
when the noise is expressed in a different reference system. The
was found by taking the comeasurement noise covariance
variances of (33)

(35)
with
the a posteriori acceleration error covariance mathe covariance matrix of
,
the covariance
trix,
and
of the accelerometer measurement noise vector
the covariance of the magnetometer measurement noise vector
.
E. Experimental Methods

(31)
with

a

matrix

(32)

The purpose of the experiments was to investigate the accuracy, stability, and reproducibility of the orientation estimation under various conditions. For the experiments, a MT9-A
(Xsens Motion Technologies [27], see Fig. 4) inertial and magnetic sensor module was used. The module consisted of three
orthogonally placed angular rate sensors (Murata ENC03J), 3-D
linear acceleration sensors (Analog Devices ADXL202E), 3-D
magnetoresistive sensors (Philips KMZ51 and KMZ52), and an
ambient temperature sensor. All sensor signals were sampled at

(34)
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ms

Fig. 5. Signal norms of the accelerometers (upper) and magnetometers (lower) of a typical quasi-static trial. Acceleration norm is approximately 9.8 = . Peaks
occur during the moments of rotation. Norm of the magnetic field is approximately 1 when the earth magnetic field in not disturbed. Then, an iron cylinder is
placed near the sensor module from 30 to 55 s and the disturbance can be detected. After the cylinder is removed, the norm is 1 again.

100 Hz with 16 bits. An anti-aliasing filter of 50 Hz was applied
to the gyroscopes and accelerometers and magnetometers were
low-passed filtered at 10 Hz, all with second order filters. The
calibration procedure to obtain the gains, offsets and nonorthogonality of accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers was
performed by the manufacturer of the sensor module and was
based on Ferraris [28].
The stability of the filter was first investigated under static
conditions. An iron cylinder of 3.75 kg was placed near the
sensor module for 10 min without moving the sensor. The
along
second quasi-static tests implied rotations of and
the three axes. To ensure exact angles of rotations, the sensor
module was fixed in an aluminum (not ferromagnetic) cubic
frame. The definition of the sensor frame can be found in
Fig. 4. After each rotation, the module was not moved for 2–4
along
s. The sensor module was first rotated 90 and
the -axis, followed by
and 90 along the -axis. It was
back to its original
then rotated 90 along the -axis, and
orientation. After these rotations, the iron cylinder was placed
at 5 cm of the module and a new sequence of rotations was
performed in opposite directions. The iron was then taken away
back.
and the sensor was rotated 90 along the axis and
The angles as calculated by the Kalman filter were compared
with the physical orientation of the sensor in the aluminum
frame. All these experiments were repeated ten times. In the
third experiment, the orientation as calculated by the filter was
compared with the orientation that was obtained by a laboratory
bound 3-D optical tracking system Vicon 370 (six cameras,
50 Hz, Oxford Metrics). Three optical markers were attached
orthogonally to the sensor module on 10-cm carbon fiber
sticks in order to measure the orientation of the sensor. The
orientation obtained with the Vicon system was synchronized

and resampled to coincide with the orientation estimated by the
Kalman filter. The sensor module with the attached markers
was placed on a 50-cm-long stick and moved by hand near a
large iron tool case. The movements consisted of small and
large rotations along multiple axes at different velocities and
different distances from the ferromagnetic case.
Before using the filter, the model parameter was estimated
by analyzing typical accelerations [23] of several movements.
was obtained by characterizing the disturThe parameter
bances by moving the sensor module at different speeds and
distances from ferromagnetic materials. The sensor noise vari,
, and
were found by taking the variances
ances
of the sensor signals while the sensor was lying still. These parameters were not changed during the experiments.
III. RESULTS
The 10-min static tests showed no drift or interference problems. The accuracy was 0.6 root means square (rms) (standard
deviation 0.3). Fig. 5 shows the signal norms of the accelerometers and magnetometers of one typical trial of the quasi-static
experiments. The acceleration norm shows a constant value of
with peaks at the moments of rotation.
approximately 9.8
The magnetic norm has a value of approximately 1 when no
iron is near the sensor. When the iron mass is moved toward the
sensor (marked by the arrow), the magnetic disturbance can be
detected.
In Fig. 6, the Euler angles along the three axes are given
when only the angular velocities from the gyroscopes are integrated. It can be seen that the integration drift is between
10 –25 after 1 min. Although the calculations for orientations
are not performed using Euler angles, for obvious reasons like
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Fig. 6. Euler angle presentation of rotations around the x (solid), y (dot), and z (dashed) axes when only the gyroscope angular velocities are integrated. After a
few seconds, the drift error becomes significant.

Fig. 7. Angles of rotation with a Kalman filter with equal weight to gyroscopes, accelerometers, and magnetometers. No magnetic disturbance compensation is
applied and the errors become quite large during the period of interference (marked by the arrow).

singularities, these results are presented in this way for better
interpretation.
Obviously, there is no magnetic disturbance noticeable since
the gyroscopes are not interfered by ferromagnetic materials.
Fig. 7 shows the output from the same motion sequence when
a Kalman filter is used with all three types of sensors but no
magnetic disturbance compensation is applied. From the start
of the interference, the error becomes significant.

When the iron is removed, the rotation around the z-axis slowly
convergences back to its original orientation. The interference
can also be observed in the and (inclination) components,
because of the influence on the magnetic dip angle.
Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of the magnetic signal model and
the Kalman filter on the same signals. The output of the Kalman
filter is drift-free, not disturbed by the iron and the rotations are
estimated accurately.
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Fig. 8. Angles of rotation with the full Kalman filter featuring the magnetic disturbance compensation. During the period of interference (marked by the arrow),
the output is not disturbed and the whole trial is drift-free.

Fig. 9. Orientation estimation errors of quasi-static experiments with magnetic interference presented in box plots. Boxes have lines at the lower quartile, median,
and upper quartile values. Whiskers are lines extending from each end of the box to show the extent of the rest of the data. Outliers are marked with the signs
(some are beyond boundaries of graph). Left box A shows the static errors of the full Kalman filter with magnetic disturbance compensation during the parts when
no ferromagnetic materials were near the sensor. Box B shows the results of the full Kalman filter during the parts without magnetic disturbances. In the middle
box C, the errors are shown where a Kalman filter was used without compensation and no disturbances were present. In box D, it can be seen that the Kalman
filter without magnetic disturbance compensations has big errors. In the right box E, the errors are presented when only the gyroscope signals are integrated using
a strapdown integration algorithm.

+

In Fig. 9, the distribution of the errors of the quasi-static experiments is presented in box plots. The errors are defined as
the angle over which the filter output has to be rotated to coincide with the actual angles of rotation of the sensor in the frame
during all static parts. The first box A shows the static errors of
the full Kalman filter with magnetic disturbance compensation

during the parts when no ferromagnetic materials were near the
sensor. It was normally distributed with a mean of 1.3 and a
standard deviation of 0.4. Box B shows the results of the full
Kalman filter during the parts where the magnetic field was disturbed by the iron object. The mean error was now 1.5 (standard deviation 0.45). In the middle box C, the errors are shown
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Sensor signals of gyroscopes (upper), accelerometers (middle) and magnetometers (lower) of combined 3-D rotations near the ferromagnetic box.

where a Kalman filter was used without compensation and no
disturbances were present. The errors were equal to the full
Kalman filter without the disturbance, namely 1.3 (standard
deviation 0.4). In box D, it can be seen that the Kalman filter
without magnetic disturbance compensation had big errors up
to 40 when iron is placed near the sensor module. In many
practical applications, this will cause big problems. The errors,
when only the angular velocities of the gyroscopes were integrated, are plotted in the fifth bar E.
It should be noted that the error in gyroscope integration is
depending on the length of the trial. Increasing the duration
of the trial will increase the gyroscope drift error. There was
a significant difference (Friedman, Anova, and posthoc test
) between the orientation estimates with
Wilcoxon,
compensation and the orientation estimates without compensation and only gyroscope integration at the periods of magnetic
interference. Between A, B, and C, no significant differences
were found.
The gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer signals of
the third experiment are presented in Fig. 10. The gyroscopes
signals show the angular velocities of the 3-D rotations. The accelerometers show the three components of the gravitational acceleration and the acceleration of the sensor. The components of
the disturbed magnetic field vector as measured by the magnetometers are plotted in the lower graph.
In Fig. 11, the norms of the accelerometer and magnetometer
signals are given in the upper and middle graph, respectively.
The effect of the magnetic disturbance is clearly noticeable in
variability of the magnetic norm. The difference in orientation
estimated with the inertial and magnetic sensor module compared to the optical reference system is given in the lower graph.
The error was expressed by the three components of the difference vector between both orientation estimates and was 2.7

rms. When no magnetic disturbance compensation was applied
the error was 11.9 rms. The Vicon system was considered to
have an accuracy of 1 rms [29], [30].
IV. DISCUSSION
This paper proposes a method for fusion of gyroscope, accelerometer, and magnetometer signals to estimate orientation
of human body segments. The combination of the three types of
sensor signals for human motion analysis has been reported previously [12], [14], [20], [21]. However, magnetic interference
has not been taken into account in these filters and large errors
will occur in the vicinity of ferromagnetic objects. The performances of the method proposed in this paper have been tested
under static, quasi-static, and dynamic conditions and evaluated
with an external optical reference system for the dynamic experiments. The results show that the orientation estimates significantly improve using the magnetic interference correction
and the filter overcomes both sensor and electronics drift. The
structure of the complementary filter, where only three factors
( , , and ) have to be estimated enables fast real time
implementation.
From the experiments and literature [31], it can be found that
the accuracy of the dynamic orientation measurements is sensitive to several factors, namely, the speed and type of movement, often depending on the body segment on which the sensor
module is placed and the environment, which means the distance to the ferromagnetic material, type, mass, and geometry.
In this study, the orientation filter was tested under controlled
and limited conditions. To further assess the system, 3-D movements of different body segments should be compared with an
external tracking reference system in different magnetically disturbed surroundings.
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Fig. 11. Results from the sensor signal. Upper: acceleration norm. Upper: magnetic field magnitude. During the movements of the sensor, the magnetic norm is
quite variable which is caused by the disturbed magnetic field. Lower: orientation difference between the filter with magnetic disturbance compensation and the
optical reference system. Gaps in the data are caused by missed markers from the optical reference system, so no reference orientation could be calculated.

In the case that a sensor module is placed at a fixed distance
near ferromagnetic materials, like on prostheses or on tools, the
magnetic sensors should be calibrated under these conditions.
Soft and hard iron effects as described in [32] should then be
taken into account. More ferromagnetic materials in the measurement volume will decrease the filter performance.
The accuracy could also decrease if the disturbance has the
same low bandwidth as the gyroscope heading drift or the
magnetic field is constantly disturbed. The distinction between
heading drift and disturbance is then difficult to make. However,
since the magnetic disturbance is modeled as an autoregressive
process, these errors are limited. If the sensors are used for
example in a moving vehicle, the accelerometer model should
be modified. Accelerations of the vehicle will most likely be
different from human accelerations solely, resulting in wrong
inclination estimates. The acceleration error
was not modeled as a Kalman state since this error hardly influences the
inclination estimate. The estimation of the acceleration by
using the signal prediction model showed stable and accurate
results. If a more accurate estimate of the acceleration is
desired, it could be taken into account in the Kalman filter.
The proposed model and Kalman filter can be applied to any
combination of inertial and magnetic sensors. In principle, only
the specifications of the sensors have to be known, like noise
and drift. As MEMS techniques improve, the next generation
of gyroscopes will suffer less from drift [33]–[36]. This means
that the accelerometer and magnetometer filter weights can be
reduced, resulting in less interference problems. The temperature sensor was only used as a global indication of the stability
of the temperature inside the whole sensor module. For accurate
temperature drift compensation, a temperature sensor should be

mounted directly on the gyroscopes and accelerometers and a
temperature model should be available.
In conclusion, the proposed Kalman filter implementation
shows accurate and drift free 3-D orientation estimates with the
capability to correct for magnetic interferences.
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